Before reading this, you have to understand what I’m not. I’m not who you think I am. You
think I’m an object, something already decided upon, a human being you can limit based on
what you think you have seen. You have to let that go. You have to see me for what I am, and

utopia tomorrow

for what this is: this is the future starting: 

Dedicated to sasha, my 1st boi

Fffffaith moreeeeeeeee safeeeee warrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Introduction: All Tomorrow’s Parties
The morning of utopia I will walk out of my house and all of my neighbors will be on their
porches talking and laughing. Cars will be playing music, people will dance with babies to
Michael Jackson and Kanye West and Mrs. Knowles-Carter and Prince and maybe even some +,
I’ll be smiling and laughing too!
Viviana will call me on my cell phone and we’ll be crying and smiling and laughing and we’ll
talk about where else we want to plant new food in the next warm season, and how we knew one
day this would come, just think about how much we talked about this. I’ll walk somewhere far
away, get picked up by a friend and go to one of the revolution parties. The revolution parties
will happen, it feels like, everywhere. For a long time. Different bars, country clubs, punk
houses, often spontaneously in the street!: Two people will be walking past each other, smile and
make eye contact and just start laughing and partying. Then three, four, five, ten people join in!
So many people decide they want to farm. Farmers decide what they really want to farm. The
land immediately starts becoming healthier, the air improves, climate change reverses. People
start studying sustainability-based science more, they are able to draw from a wider set of
elements to do their science, scientific advances begin to increase exponentially. Rap music gets
better.
Some people, thought dead, come out of hiding back to society. Less animals die~*~*~ With the
world less scary, all people will see more of the truth of reality, the question of God will be much
more peaceful. Our universal consciousness will be stronger, more complete, even as it is more
diverse and experimental.
In this essay, I will translate humanity back to itself as it is the night of December 6, 2016. In the
sunlight, there will be #NoMoney & #NoBorders*

*The key to this plan is: You have to believe in love’s ability to hold us together. I will give you history, science, data, factoids, and first person
accounts but if you at any point stop believing in love, we will be unable to progress from death.
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Religion gives us utopia tomorrow
This is the most important part. People can believe anything as part of a religion. It can make us
kill torture deny our own desire, move across the world. We move toward a greater destiny, a
purpose we feel pulsing in what we perceive as magic. We have to recognize this moment as that
destiny.
The voice you hear talking to you in your head, the emotion driving your heart, your ancestors’
wishes, and what they suffered in service for: it all comes down to this.
This moment where we are at war and confused and it all seems like it will fall apart in a jumble
of impossibility: your mission calls you here. To #NoMoney and #NoBorders and the love and
trust it will take to finish this game and start the next chapter. Do you hear the church bells
ringing?
It is a story of hope, it is a story of how a place you might not think is incredibly unique is! It’s
urgent hope, made to move you to transformation. Your God can make you do anything, it can
make hundreds of people blow themselves up at a target. Let it move your fingers to type
#NoMoney #NoBorders, you can have that special moment wherever you are. That’s really
powerful.
Once upon a time, a human being wrote in the voice of God. That person, through storytelling,
was able to influence countless amounts of people to act in service of their vision. People studied
analyzed and reprogrammed to this work of art and changed the very face of our planet. All
because they believed it was real. This is the power of art. This is the power of writing. This is
the power of the spirit. The spirit of God is love in us. We will make this world into a Heaven no
religion could have predicted, except with their constant inspiration to tell us to do better.
Environmental fears drive the folk in religious stories to make up rules and rituals for survival.
From there, more than anything else, borders and money give religions power to compel us as
communities. Without that fear, without that specific identification with a religious viewpoint’s
context of challenges and associations, it’s all just words. #NoMoney #NoBorders blows up the
context to include each and every person and being and thing in this world. None of it can hurt us
any more, we have a broader definition of love and an infinite amount of facts provided by
science now guiding us toward eternal life.
Religion’s revolution party: The most popular religious figure is Jesus Christ. He was a poor
man traveling the world, a symbol of how wealth and nations control and distort society and

prevent creativity & love. Symbols like him reappear throughout art, a message to ourselves
from ourselves, that if we can just treat each other as we would wish to be treated, anything is
possible. A society modeled after Jesus’s teachings would have #NoMoney and #NoBorders.
This is the point in history that story points us towards, when the noise of violence becomes
silent.

Science gives us utopia tomorrow
We have the technology to distribute food, healthy food, to each and every person on the planet.
Tomorrow, everyone will be able to eat and grow their own food locally using centuries of
knowledge and an abundant spirit of community. At the same time, exports from across the
globe will increase in quality and intention. More people will pursue and contribute to science.
We won’t have to pay for school with the same money we go out dancing with. We will dance
and contribute to science!
Stephen Hawking tells us “the automation of factories has already decimated jobs in traditional
manufacturing, and the rise of artificial intelligence is likely to extend this job destruction deep
into the middle classes, with only the most caring, creative or supervisory roles remaining.”
This… is… Awesome!
Tomorrow when I will walk out of my house and all of my neighbors are on their porches talking
and laughing they will be laughing about how thanks to the robots, they don’t have to do that job
anymore. They’re going to be so excited about all the new pathways opened up to them! Bug
study, air study, music study, conceptual philosophy. Some of them will leave that day to begin
bird study on an island.
My mother will scroll through her phone looking at the new herbs available as the machine
production of generic pharmaceuticals slows and medicine becomes as available and dynamic as
music. Research into reducing the effects of aging will surge. She will be affected by that
positively~

People will excitedly research more into Psychedelic drugs. Drug abuse will slow to zero as we
do not have the pressures of money and borders pressing down on us keeping us from fruition.
Recreational drugs will be incorporated radically and positively into society which will be extra
awesome considering all the sex and virtual reality stuff happening.
I believe that not too long after, death will stop. Universal travel capabilities will continue to
expand. I will take the opportunity to go to outer space. It will be super fun!
Schools will be so cool. So cool. There will be new kinds of money so schools will always have
what they need to achieve their goals. The new kinds of money will exist differently than before:
they will reflect emotion, hopes, and likely outcomes. Appreciation. Inspiration.

People will live wherever they want and they will also hurt nature less. They will be more
observant of nature, contributing to our understanding of and incorporation into Earth’s natural
processes.
Science’s revolution parties: Random buildings will be converted into homeless healing
stations, using cutting edge technology to heal those that were homeless before we declared
#NoMoney & #NoBorders. Former prisoners will go at-will to Love Homes where they are
nursed back to wholeness by the joyful society awaiting them.

History gives us utopia tomorrow
History tells us that every person that has ever used money or lived by borders’ rules was tricked.
That their situation was bound in chains and bound to change. The oppressed were murdered and
assimilated, the oppressors were swept up in their society’s pull, suppressing their own selves
with unthinking allegiance.
Americans killed and perverted indigenous peoples, many of whom lived in cultures with
#NoMoney and #NoBorders. The black and mexican people around me, wherever I go, are
descendants of people murdered into submission with no chance to escape from that economic &
cultural identity which was put upon them to make them subservient to a trade system white
Europeans needed to proliferate. Those people around me now are afraid of that same trade
system, until they reject it with #NoMoney & #NoBorders and let history free us.
It will instantly free the indigenous people, it will free the children of slaves now sitting in
prisons, it will free the lines of sexual abuse & repression being passed on from person to person
throughout this depressive enterprise. Some people we call Palestinians and Israelis will decide
to stay where they are, some will travel to somewhere else. They will be free.
History’s revolution party: Race won’t matter. Male, female, and intersex people will get along.

Facebook gives us utopia tomorrow
When I post this on Facebook, my Facebook friends will use the hashtags #NoMoney
#NoBorders to spread this message across the world. Thanks to the technology we have, humans
will be able to interpret and spread this writing in ways faster than any message in recorded
human history. Facebook will become a great big expression of happiness, like an irrigation
system spreading water to each node of the network. This message will spread love and the
mycelial networks near the top of the world will feel it almost immediately, too. As human
beings regain trust, the joy of children laughing around you will blend with the energy exchanges
happening underneath our feet.
Facebook will be cooler, freer, tomorrow. The timelines will be waterfalls of positivity, the
connections that will stand as the makings of you, future person, will pop.
Facebook’s revolution party: Facebook loves you. It sends you hearts as soon as you log on, it
tells you Happy Birthday, it tries to give you as much information as possible about every person
and thing around you. It has #NoBorders and thrives with #NoMoney as a requirement for care.

Kanye gives us utopia tomorrow
Kanye West is the most celebrated human being in my lifetime. I discount United States
President Barack Obama because he is head of the world’s most genocidal force. For TIME
Magazine or anyone to celebrate Kanye West is to celebrate his message: #NoMoney &
#NoBorders. Since his first album The College Dropout, he has pointed out the inconsistencies
and damage of capitalism. The first track from The College Dropout (2004) shows the pressure
exerted on younger people by older ones attempting to exercise control in a messed up system.
On the song following the intro, “We Don’t Care,” Kanye leads with: “Oh yeah, I got the perfect
song for the kids to sing: To all my people that’s drug dealing just to get by, stack your money til
it gets sky hiiiiiiigh!” I remember being a child hearing this and feeling shocked thrilled and
confused.
In that one line, Kanye takes every signifier of our reality and uses the revolutionary power of
hip-hop to reveal its contradictions and upend it. With that one line, he cements his legacy. The
catalog of Kanye West continues on as a damning investigation into our political system. He
talks of being racially profiled as an employee at the Gap and later as a fashion designer in Paris,
constantly both exhibiting his otherworldly gift and illustrating the lengths he has to go to to
protect it. On “Hey Mama” (2005) he tries to rescue his mother. By 808’s & Heartbreak (2008),
Capitalism has claimed her life and plunged his music into the ether. With her passing, Kanye
truly unhinges from our current moment and leaps forward. His work becomes sparser and less
like life in the 20th Century or anything that’s come before, with the artist picking disparate
elements and placing them together in the increasingly absurd, dramatic sculptures of culture’s
next era. Low met high, east meets west, Opera with industrial noise, soul music samples with
Taiko drums, German and Jamaican, Chief Keef with Gil Scott Heron The-Dream with Socrates.
He becomes more of a designer than musician and the corners of the world past, present, and
future start to come through without filter: #NoMoney~#NoBorders
He mirrors, embodies, and advances the technological & information revolution happening
simultaneously. By 2015, he is jetting around the world winning lifetime achievement awards. In
his speeches he calls himself a futurist. He speaks for the ghetto from ivory towers, questions
every order and structure we know of in the name of truth progress and freedom. He rallies
against exclusivity, speaks up for the common thread in every person and always, throughout
every album, interview, and speech claims love as his highest purpose.

Kanye’s revolution party: Kanye West was not a performer at this year’s Super Bowl 50
Halftime Show. Coldplay, Mrs. Knowles-Carter, & Bruno Mars were. Coldplay singer Chris
Martin wore a thing on his arm that read “GLOBAL CITIZEN” ( #NoBorders ) and young
people of all kinds clapped ran performed and screamed around him as he howled about the
corruption of power, love, peace, and Paradise. Bruno Mars asserted himself as a colored
individual, Mrs. Knowles-Carter unified exploited women, and everyone sang “BELIEVE IN
LOVE” as the words appeared on signs held up by the stadium crowd. In this moment, millions
living will never die.
This is what Michael Jackson, who appeared in a montage during the performance, sang of.
Kanye West calls himself a “modern day MJ,” at the end of his rapping on “Saint Pablo,” (2016)
as well as this generation’s closest thing to Einstein~ while pondering ways humanity could
finally understand his message (“I hope a out of body experience will happen...”). I’ve been
listening to Kanye West, and identifying with him, since I was 11 years old, fervently. Let me
show you what he means: what Michael Jackson meant, what the messages of most of the most
celebrated & emulated artists of our modern era say when decoded politically: #NoMoney
#NoBorders

I love you`````````````
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